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Why use a Cubby Cap?

The Standard & Flanged Cubby Caps have been designed to 
fit easily into the end of a standard scaffold tube, preventing 
foreign objects being placed inside the tube. The prevention of 
any contaminates or foreign objects falling out of scaffold tube 
reduces the risk of serious injury to operatives.

The Cubby Cap is easy to insert and difficult to remove, and 
does not interfere with scaffold erection and general day to 
day handling. It will also take a standard base plate without it 
puncturing the cap.

The Cubby Cap is available in bright yellow as standard, however, other colours are available upon request.

The Cubby Cap is preferred and specified on most 
petrochemical sites, power stations and in the offshore and 
the nuclear Industries.

Please contact a member of our Sales team on 0151 524 2434
or visit our online shop at

www.scaffoldingsales.co.uk

Cubby Cap
George Roberts have the sole UK & International Distribution Rights

Standard Cubby Cap

Flanged Cubby Cap

“Safety Alert”
Cubby Cap is unique to George Roberts. Its inception was 
driven by two incidents which highlighted the need for this 
type of protective plug:-

• An operative was picking up a scaffold tube whilst 
dismantling a job at high level on a major industrial site. 
A number of spent welding rods shot out and fell to the 
ground, narrowly missing men working below.

• An operative was unloading new cut tube manually from a 
truck. A burred end caused lacerations to his thumb whilst 
picking up the tube.

Think Safe,

Think Cubby Cap

Both these incidents could have been avoided if the tubes had been ‘CUBBY CAPPED’. The first 
incident in particular could have had very serious consequences.


